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Antibodies, we hear, amok have run; Beta-cells, their targets, simply succumb.
Control techniques, we still greatly debate; Diabetes’ scourges, though, can abate.
Oscillating neurons, what have they wrought? Pulsatile secretions, now are brought.
Quirks of behavior, to what are ascribed? Rhythms, both long and short, we heard described.

Endocrine, autocrine, paracrine all, Factors yet to be discovered call.
Growth was the focus of much attention; Height ultimately is our intention.
Somatomedins doth commence the feat; Testosterone plus estrogen complete.
Under Israeli skies of white and blue Vistas unfold; ancient dreams renew.

Intron, exon, to learn of these is fun? Jibberish for some; but an RO-1.
Wonders of entertainment we behold; Xerxes, himself, could never be so bold.

Mediators, are they unitary? Nuclei, target itinerary.
Yerushalayim’s feast of knowledge clear; Zion, todah; shalom until next year.